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introduction
el caballo is a new restaurant located on riverside 

drive in south tulsa. the ownership group is 

seeking a marketing campaign to best position el 

caballo among tulsa residents and drive in patrons 

for a three-month grand opening period. this is 

ownership’s third restaurant in this location, with a 

belief that a mexican concept will fare better than the 

previous attempts.

the purpose of this project is to determine the best 

way to position el caballo among consumers and 

its competition. the restaurant opened with a soft 

opening in february and is getting set for a three-

month grand opening period beginning in April. the 

primary objective is to drive sales and encourage  

trial of the new restaurant during the grand  

opening period.

the focal point of the campaign is to present el 

caballo as a mexican Bar and grill. el caballo has 

an extensive list of tequilas and mexican imported 

beers and a full bar to choose from. the theme or tag 

line for the campaign is “escape to el caballo.” many 

people vacation to mexico for a relaxing weekend. 

the campaign utilizes a slew of both advertising 

and public relations strategies. these strategies are 

designed to create awareness of the restaurant. A 

brief radio spot will air as well as print ads in Urban 

tulsa and tulsa World. these media are paid for 

and will help increase awareness of el caballo in the 

greater tulsa area.

the pr tactics include a press release announcing 

the opening of the restaurant, announcing a charity 

benefit and presenting the chef on a morning cooking 

segment. these tactics are separate from our paid 

media, but should also increase awareness and 

help improve the brand image of el caballo. the pr 

strategies mentioned will put a positive image on el 

caballo and show the city the restaurant cares about 

the community by its charitable efforts.

the goal of any campaign is to increase sales. for 

a new restaurant such as el caballo, the first step 

to increasing sales is to build brand awareness and 

to make the city aware the restaurant exists. this 

campaign will effectively help both objectives  

be successful.
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situation analysis
A sWot analysis was utilized to highlight key issues for el caballo and to assist 
in strategic communications planning.

Strengths

el caballo offers an extensive tequila list, custom 

margaritas, a wide selection of wines and an 

exceptional bar area. 

the atmosphere is not overwhleming. that is, 

customers are able to hold conversation without 

having to compete with overly loud music. the 

atmosphere takes advantage of the positive concepts 

of a traditional mexican restaurant such as bright, 

warm colors, an energetic feel and a laid-back 

environment.

el caballo prides itself on fresh quality foods and 

offers customers a wide selection of salsa and queso. 

menu selections are not frozen or prepackaged. 

instead, entrees are made from scratch with less 

grease than what one might expect at a traditional 

mexican restaurant.

the restaurant is family-friendly and provides 

customers with a children’s menu at a good price 

point. in addition, the bar area is set apart from the 

main dining area and provides familes the option of 

sitting away from the bar should they desire to do so. 

Weaknesses

el caballo is the third restuarant Live to eat, inc. has 

opened in the same location. it is possible that similar 

factors, which led to the failure of the two former 

restaurants, could affect el caballo.

Attention to detail among the wait staff is an area of 

concern. service is inconsistent. furthermore, the 

wait staff does not seem to communicate clearly 

concerning problems with orders. 

el caballo is located within the Kings Landing 

shopping center. the restaurant is situated back 

from the street and is difficult to find without prior 

knowledge of its existence.

customers will find waiting for a table awkward 

and uncomfortable due to the lack of a designated 

waiting area. Additionally, the foyer area where 

customers might stand while waiting would obstruct 

traffic flow. 

Opportunities

currently, el caballo is the only mexican restaurant 

within the Kings Landing shopping center. 

el caballo is the newest member of the Live to eat, 

inc. group, a company that has a good reputation 

for high quality fine dining restaurants in the area. 

those who are familiar with the company would be 

more likely to visit el caballo due to the success and 

popularity of other restaurants in the group. 

parking is adequate and convenient. An important 

factor when considering that the closest major 

competitor does not have ample parking space. 

Threats 

the tulsa area is saturated with mexican restaurants 

resulting in aggressive competition within this market.

the location of el caballo places the restaurant within 

close proximity to its fiercest competitor – Los cabos.
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target audience
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Primary target audience

Working adults, ages 35 - 55 who live in the greater tulsa Area. Household structure is mainly couples and 

couples with kids at home. Household income is predominantly between $38,000 and $225,000. these 

adults enjoy dining out and often use alcohol to relax, yet are not heavy drinkers. they enjoy social settings 

and are well educated. these adults are excited about trying new things and are considered  

opinion leaders. 

Secondary target audience

Adults, ages 35 and under who enjoy drinking socially in a relaxed laid-back atmosphere and who dine out 

two to four times a week. 



research
Secondary Research: The Client 

in June 1999, max doyle gained ownership of one of 

tulsa’s finest restaurants, the chalkboard, located in 

the Historic Ambassador Hotel in downtown tulsa. 

Live to eat, inc was formed in 2001 and the ownership 

group looked to expand. in may 2003 when garlic 

rose opened its doors in the heart of Brookside, they 

did just that. these two tulsa mainstays have enjoyed 

plenty of success, but doyle still hungered for more.

After 23 years of serving tulsa patrons, the green 

onion closed on september 11, 2009, due to 

economic circumstances, but thanks to doyle, the 

restaurant has re-opened its doors. doyle said, “our 

company is excited about taking ownership of such 

a popular tulsa favorite and will strive to produce 

quality food, service and an inviting atmosphere. We 

would like to thank all of green onion’s loyal patrons 

who have made the restaurant well-known today. to 

new guests we encourage you to dine at the green 

onion, as it is our goal to give you a positive dining 

experience” (courtesy of www.greenoniontulsa.net).

the group has just recently added mexican fine dining 

to their resume. el caballo, the group’s first stab at 

mexican food, is set to further the reputation of Live to 

eats’ success in tulsa.

Secondary Research: The Location 

el caballo’s launch will be official in April 2010 (the 

restaurant had a soft opening in february). the 

restaurant is located in Kings Landing shopping 

center on the east side of the Arkansas river, a rapidly 

growing development at 99th and riverside. 

el caballo is not without competition. Kings Landing 

is host to several well established dine-in restaurants 

such as michael fusco’s and red rock canyon grill, 

as well as chains such as outback steakhouse, Jonny 

carino’s and red robin. popular mexican restaurant Los 

cabos is located just on the other side of the river too.

the location provides plenty of parking and several 

shops for visitors to choose from. shops include: 

extreme nutrition, J. cole shoes, Luxe couture, face 

and Body salon and tulsa Hair company.

When visiting el caballo, patrons will walk into 

a modernly designed restaurant with a posh 

atmosphere. next to the bar is a tequila room, which 

guests may reserve for up to six people.

Primary Research: Surveys 

plenty of data was gathered from surveys, but there 

are two key findings that are the focal point of the data.

this chart is representative of the importance of six 

elements when selecting a restaurant. past experience 
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was the most important element when selecting a 

restaurant. this means people usually go back to a 

restaurant they have been to before if they had a  

good experience.

Another key finding addressed was concerning what 

patrons like most about mexican restaurants. out of 111 

responses, 52 people surveyed answered that chips, 

salsa, and queso are what they like most about mexican 

food. that is nearly half of the respondents. some of 

the other responses included; service, authenticity, 

affordability, atmosphere, cleanliness and margaritas.

Primary Research: Focus Groups 

A lot of the same questions asked in the surveys 

were asked in the focus groups, but to gain a better 

understanding of the target audience two focus 

groups were conducted based on the criteria of age. 

the first group consisted of 18-29 year olds, while the 

second group targeted 30 and over individuals.

the focus groups had a gap in the age of participants. 

of the 15 participants in the two groups, there was a  

 

gap from 29-47, which figures to be a big part of the 

target audience.

the two most interesting findings coming out of the 

focus groups were that both groups overwhelmingly 

agreed that mexican food was number one as their 

favorite style of food. Also, both groups agreed  

that chips and salsa were their favorite aspect of 

mexican restaurants.

Primary Research: Personal Interviews 

the personal interviews portion of the research was 

conducted between three locations; Kings Landing, 

the riverwalk, and south Lakes golf course.

the average age of people interviewed was 34.6 years 

old, which lands squarely within our target audience. 

the ratio between men/women interviewed was 53 

percent female and 47 percent male.

Questions similar to those asked in surveys and focus 

groups were asked and once again, the findings were 

eerily similar, especially that what people like most 

about mexican restaurants are the chips and salsa.

The focus groups agreed that  
Mexican food was their favorite  

style of food...
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introduction

objectives and strategies
Marketing Objective 

increase sales 30 percent during three-month grand 

opening period.

Communication Objective 

increase brand awareness of el caballo during three-

month grand opening period and to encourage trial 

of new restaurant in tulsa.

Strategies 

•	 	Position	El	Caballo	as	Tulsa’s	premier	Bar	and	Grill	

for mexican food with an extensive wine and  

tequila list. 

-  the message is to emphasize the tequila and 

wine list to go along with the fresh food.

•	 	Use	paid	media	to	reach	80	percent	of	the	 

target audience.

 - Billboards, signage, television, radio.

•	 	Through	public	relations,	make	the	greater	Tulsa	

area aware of el caballo’s grand opening on 

south riverside in the Kings Landing  

shopping center.

•	 T	hrough	public	relations,	make	Tulsa	residents

 aware of el caballo’s community involvement.

 -  strategy: donate a portion of the proceeds to 

disaster relief in Haiti and chili.

•	 	Use	promotions	to	increase	sales	during	 

non-peak hours and promote positive drinking 

environment. 

-  strategy: Use nightly promotions to encourage 

business monday through Wednesday.
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What are we advertising and why?

We are advertising el caballo, a new mexican res-

taurant located in south tulsa in the Kings Landing 

shopping center on riverside drive. the purpose is 

to encourage trial during the grand opening period.

To whom are we advertising?

We are advertising to working adults in the greater 

tulsa Area. these adults like to relax and often use al-

cohol to relax, but are not considered heavy drinkers. 

they are married or in a relationship and between the 

ages of 35 and 55. our secondary market is younger 

than 35 who like to drink.

What do they currently think?

mexican restaurants generally provide an inexpensive 

dining out experience and are often associated with 

margaritas. serving alcohol is an important part of a 

mexican restaurant with tequila and many imported 

mexican beers to choose from. the environment is 

thought to be noisy with a lot of vibrant colors.

What do we want them to think?

We want them to think of the bar and tequila at a 

mexican restaurant, but we also want them to think 

they can come to el caballo for a glass of wine or an 

alcoholic beverage of their choice. We want them to 

know el caballo has as an extensive a wine list as it 

 

does tequila and it is a great place to relax and have 

a drink to unwind.

Why should they believe us?

the ad campaign is going to focus on escaping to 

mexico for a getaway. el caballo has a room dedicat-

ed to tequila and a bound tequila list similar to a wine 

list found in a fine restaurant. the ownership group 

responsible for el caballo owns several restaurants 

in tulsa that are known for their wine. el caballo is a 

great place to relax and unwind after a hard day that 

also offers a full menu utilizing fresh ingredients.

What is the most important thing to convey?

el caballo is a mexican Bar and grill that offers a 

great list of wines and tequilas as well as a full bar 

with great mexican beers and a full menu with  

fresh ingredients.

creative plan
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creative plan (continued) 

Objective – Position
 El Caballo as Tul

sa’s premier 

Bar and Grill for
 Mexican food with 

an  

extensive wine and
 tequila list.

Creative: Direct Mail
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creative plan (continued)
Creative: Print

Creative:Outdoor
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media objective 
Use paid media to reach and increase awareness of el caballo among 80 percent of adults 30-50 years old 

for the three-month grand opening period. paid media will provide an average of 500 grps a week.

media strategies & tactics

Print

 Urban Tulsa Weekly – Ads sized 3/16 of a page will be inserted 8 weeks of the 12 week grand opening period.

Rationale: Urban tulsa Weekly is read by a large percentage of adults 35-54, and is a common resource for 

finding new restaurants and entertainment in the tulsa area.

Tulsa World- two ads sized 5 columns x 4 inches will be inserted during the first month of the grand opening 

period of el caballo. these ads will be placed in the scene section of the newspaper during the first part of 

the week.

Rationale: Tulsa World has a large reach in the Tulsa area and is a trusted and respected source for Tulsans. 

Ads will be placed during the first part of the week in order to save costs. Also, placing the ad in the “Scene” 

section is ideal because many people turn to this section to find new entertainment and events in the  

Tulsa area.

media plan
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Out-of-Home

Billboard – one billboard placed at riverside exit of the creek turnpike

Junior Posters – two smaller signs will be placed along highways 75 and 169.

Rationale: Billboards were cited as a means of identifying new restaurants in town, and are good for last min-

ute decision making. The sign at the Riverside exit will direct traffic to the otherwise easy to overlook restau-

rant. The Jr. Posters are much cheaper than the Billboards, but will attract the attention of commuters traveling 

along these highways.

Radio  

radio ads will be placed on Krmg (96.5 

fm) during evening drive time.

Rationale: Radio is great for encouraging 

purchasing decisions while the consumer 

is out. This will encourage trial of  

restaurant when customers are making  

the dinner decision.

Direct Mail

A company called print Label and mail will 

send postcards to 5000 residencies in el 

caballo’s surrounding area. Will make 5 

drops of direct mail throughout the cam-

paign, 1000 residencies reached in  

each drop.

Rationale: The direct mail will not only bring awareness of the new restaurant, but will also encourage trial with 

coupons. Making more drops throughout the campaign will encourage steadier traffic, and will help to main-

tain traffic in the restaurant throughout the Grand Opening period.

media plan (continued)
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media plan (continued)

April May June GRPs
per wk

Total 
GRPs CPP

 5 12 19 26 3 10 17 24 31 7 14 21 28

OHH

Billboard 35 420 19.29

Junior poster 350 4200 .61

Print

Urban Tulsa 71 568 8.10

Tulsa World 170 340 9.01

Radio

Station 139 834 8

Direct 1 5 598

Total 766 6367

Budget

Flow Chart

total Budget: $35k

Media vehicle Cost
Number of 
wks/ads

Total 
Cost

direct mail $598 (quantity 1000) 5 wks $2,990

print
 Urban tulsa $575 (3⁄16 page ad) 8 wks $4,600

 tulsa World $4,600 (20 col inches) 2 ads $3,064

radio $8 per grp (139 
grps) 6 weeks $6,664

ooH
 Billboard $2,700 per month 13 wks $8,100

 Junior poster $430 per month 13 wks,  
2 posters $2,580

promotions/pr $3,500

production $3,500

total $34,998

Production

Promo/PR

Radio

OHH

Direct Mail

Print
OHH

Direct Mail

PR/Promo

Production

Print

Radio
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public relations & promotions
Promotional Objective

increase sales during non-peak hours and promote a positive drinking environment.

Promotional Strategies

one of the weaknesses of the current location is the lack of signage near the streets. vinyl signage will be 

utilized both in the restaurant and in the shopping center on riverside drive. the sign in the restaurant will 

promote non-peak daily specials including: margarita mondays, tequila and taco tuesdays, and Wednesday 

Ladies’ night where women’s drinks are half price. the sign outside the restaurant will help drive traffic into 

the restaurant.

A Web page will be setup to give el caballo an online presence. pertinent information will include: menu 

options (including pictures), tequila/wine lists, hours of operation and other information concerning the 
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restaurant. part of the Web page will focus on feedback allowing management an opportunity to respond to 

customer comments and concerns.

part of gaining an online presence will be the use of social media. Accounts will also be established on both 

facebook and twitter allowing further communication with el caballo’s customer base. this will also give an 

opportunity to post additional ns and discounts with customers that are friends with el caballo.

these promotions will be integrated through paid media via direct mail, radio and print ads. social media will 

not be effective without mentioning it in paid advertisements.

PR Objective

make tulsa aware of the grand opening of el caballo mexican Bar and grille located on 99th and riverside, 

and position el caballo as a charitable business within the community.

PR Strategies

A press release will be distributed to all local media outlets in the greater tulsa area announcing the grand 

opening of el caballo mexican Bar and grille. this will make residents aware of the opening, which is the first 

step in building brand equity.

A second press release will announce el caballo’s joint effort with the red cross to aide in disaster relief in 

lieu of the earthquakes in Haiti and chile. people like the idea of donating for charity. By donating a portion of 

the profit on a given evening customers can enjoy a relaxing drink and meal and be charitable at the same 

time. every thursday in April a portion of the proceeds will be donated to the red cross in support of  

their efforts.

Local morning shows will be contacted in an attempt to feature el caballo’s head chef during cooking 

segments. this will give him an opportunity to display his creativity and the restaurant’s commitment to fresh 

ingredients. this will also put el caballo on the front of people’s minds.

these strategies will drive business during the grand opening and off-peak hours. they will promote el 

caballo in a positive manner and create awareness in the greater tulsa area.

public relations & promotions (continued)
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for immediAte reLeAse

contact: chris matthews

march 29, 2010

tULsA, okla. – el caballo mexican Bar and grill, a new mexican restaurant located in the King’s Landing 

shopping center at 99th and riverside, will be donating a portion of its proceeds to the red cross in support 

of recent earthquake victims in both Haiti and chili.

the restaurant will hold charity night every thursday night in April to contribute to disaster relief. donations 

can also be made at the restaurant on these nights directly to aid victims in these disaster stricken areas.

Haiti and chili were both devastated by earthquakes that caused over a billion dollars in damage across the 

two countries. the port Au prince area in Haiti suffered the most damage. the red cross is seeking dona-

tions to help aid these areas in the recovery efforts.

this is one of many charitable efforts el caballo and the ownership group of Live to eat, LLc plans to do 

throughout the year. since the opening in february, el caballo has not had an opportunity to establish itself as 

a charitable run business that gives back to the community.

el caballo is a mexican Bar and grill that serves a wide array of tequilas and has a good selection of mexican 

imported beers. the kitchen staff prides itself on its use of fresh ingredients on the menu. el caballo is open 

seven days a week with drink specials early in the week. 

press release – disaster relief
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for immediAte reLeAse

contact: mike mancino

Escape to El Caballo

Grand opening for south Tulsa’s newest flavor set for April 1, 2010.

tULsA, okla. – Live to eat, LLc is adding a mexican Bar and grille to its impressive stable of restaurants 

including: the chalkboard, garlic rose and the newly acquired green onion.

el caballo is located in tulsa’s King’s Landing shopping center at 99th and riverside drive on the east side of 

the Arkansas river just north of the creek turnpike. 

the location is prime for south tulsa professionals and residents, with the landscape of the river in the back-

drop; the bar and grille is the newest addition to a center full of shops aimed to meet customer’s needs. 

 Hoping to avoid the stereotype of traditional mexican cuisine, (loud, crowded, and vibrant) el caballo invites 

patrons to enjoy another view of mexico. With a quiet, low-light setting, el caballo tries to capture the image of 

a relaxing mexican getaway, where visitors can have a few drinks and escape the stresses of their day. 

el caballo is a rare breed of mexican restaurant that focuses more on their refreshing drink menu and aldente 

ingredients, rather than their atmosphere and authenticity.

el caballo’s emphasis on their bar is evident when visitors enter the 

establishment. A specific room for its tequilas and wines called the 

tequila room, which is also a seating area for small parties, is the 

first thing patrons will see when they walk in. An elaborate bar, where 

customers can sit and enjoy a few drinks from el caballo’s long list of 

imported beers and liquors, lines the south side of the restaurant.

With an eagerness to bring a new perspective to tulsa’s mexican din-

ing experience, el caballo provides a fresh change of pace to a once 

dominant theme in mexican cuisine.

press release – grand opening

A view of El Caballo’s impressive bar area, 
displaying their extensive drink selection.
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the most direct way to evaluate a campaign is by comparing sales before, during and after the campaign. 

the objective of the campaign is to increase sales by 30 percent. With various promotions being offered 

throughout the week, you can check the sales of the promotional items on certain days.

comment cards are also a great way to analyze and evaluate a campaign. customers can provide a commu-

nication medium so that the customer can be retained as well as provide information on how they heard about 

el caballo. this will let us know if people are coming to the restaurant based on our marketing efforts.

since social media is a part of the campaign, a great way to track the effectiveness of the campaign is to see 

how many people follow el caballo through facebook or twitter. the way people hear about the restaurant on 

facebook and twitter is through the print ads placed in the Urban tulsa and tulsa World.

these methods will allow us to determine how successful the campaign was by sales as well as determine 

how many people came to el caballo because of the advertising efforts brought forth by the campaign.

recommendation
following the campaign, el caballo should maintain an ad presence by placing ads in Urban tulsa Weekly 

and tulsa people on a regular basis. 

A Web site would be beneficial. traffic would be driven from social media sites to the Web site and vice versa. 

Additionally, el caballo could offer promotions through social media tools such as twitter. 

staff should continue to strive to make dining at el caballo an enjoyable experience and to retain customers. 

A graphic standards book would serve to ensure consistency in future communcations. 

to encourage repeat customers, el caballo should make use of comment cards with a coupon. these cards 

should be placed at each table or provided by the waitstaff at the end of each meal.

methods of evaluation
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NumbEr 1:  What did you do this weekend?

NumbEr 2:  Went to mexico for a nice relaxing weekend.

NumbEr 1:  sounds like fun, but you don’t have to actually go to mexico to escape.

NumbEr 2:  oh really, then what would you suggest?

NumbEr 1:  el caballo.

NumbEr 2:  el caballo?

NumbEr 1:    el caballo, it’s a mexican Bar and grill located in the King’s Landing shopping center at 

97th and riverside. it is a great place to escape too with a great list of tequilas and mexican 

imported beers. el caballo has domestics and a great wine list as well.

NumbEr 2:  that sounds great and much cheaper then actually going to mexico to get a good margarita.

NumbEr 1:   the house margarita is made with quality tequila and is only five dollars; margaritas can be 

made with your choice of tequila. the bar can make any drink you wish.

NumbEr 2:  i may go unwind tonight, do they serve food?

NumbEr 1:   the chef uses only the freshest ingredients, and you can order any number of your classic 

mexican dishes such as fajitas. the refried beans are made from scratch and make every-

thing that much better.

NumbEr 2:  i think i am going there now. 

VoiCEoVEr:   for a great bar and a fresh menu come to el caballo mexican grill located in the Kings Land-

ing shopping center located at 99th and s. riverside right by the creek turnpike open until 

11 a.m. - 10 p.m. monday through sunday and 11 a.m. - 9 p.m. sunday.

appendix: creative – radio script
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appendix: creative
Creative: Print

Creative: Identity
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appendix: creative
Creative: Web
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chris matthews: editor-in-chief

mike mancino: public relations

Allison sharp: media planning

Jose rivas: creative, graphic design

Hannah Bohan: production, graphic design


